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AMUN RA - KING OF THE GODS

You have been summoned by Amun-Ra, the Egyptian god of sun and air. Prove you are worthy, and you will be reward-
ed generously. This is your once in a lifetime opportunity to enter the most sacred temple, that very people have ever 
had the honour of entering. Prep yourself for an Egyptian adventure like never before that will be filled with action, 
thrilling adventures and abundant rewards. 

Amun Ra - King of the Gods is a 5-reel, 4-row slot with captivating bonus features. The Sun Symbol is the key to unlock-
ing reel positions that reveal split symbols that can deliver even bigger payouts. Watch out for the Mystery symbols that 
all convert into the same random symbol and the tumbling tiles that can bring a cascade of winning combinations with 
the increasing multipliers. The thrills just keep coming with the Free Spins feature that awards up to 20 Free Spins. Plus, 
activate a bonus feature at any time with the Buy Bonus option.  

Amun-Ra is waiting for you. Play Now!

GAME FEATURES

• TUMBLING TILES & TOTAL WIN MULTIPLIER

The Tumbling Tiles feature is active during the base game and Free Spins, and 
when winning combinations are formed, the winning symbols are paid and then 
removed to make way for new symbols. After each cascading event, a total win 
multiplier will increase by 1, multiplying the winning of the corresponding symbols 
for the payout in the round, each subsequent winning in the cascading will have a 
bigger multiplier. 

• FREE SPINS

Take your winning to the next level by landing 4, 5 or 6 Scatters anywhere, which 
awards 10, 15 or 20 Free Spins respectively and if a +2 or +3 unlocked symbol land 
in the last row during the Free Spins, you score extra spins.

• MYSTERY SYMBOLS

The WINS just keep coming with the Mystery Symbols that convert to the same 
random symbol for the potential of even more winning combinations.

• THE SUN SYMBOL & LOCKED REELS

The bottom reel remains locked and when the Sun symbol lands on the reels, it 
unlocks the locked row. The symbol that is in the unlocked position then splits up to 
6 times for more combinations. Plus, if the split symbol participates in a winning 
combination, it is then removed to make a way for new symbols. The adjacent 
symbol to the right of the open position then fills that position and will split the 
same number of times as the previous symbol.
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LANGUAGES
English
German
French
Japanese
Swedish
Czech
Hungarian
Simplified Chinese
Dutch
Italian
Slovak
Latvian

Russian
Finnish
Norwegian
Thai
Polish
Turkish
Portuguese
Spanish
Danish
Romanian
Bulgarian
Greek
Lithuanian

CERTIFICATIONS
The United Kingdom, Malta, Portugal, 
Denmark, Greece, Sweden, Spain, 
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Colombia, 
Romania, Latvia, Lithuania

CONFIGURATION
Game Name Amun Ra - King of the Gods

Game Type Video Slot Game

Game Theme Egyptian

Lines 1024 - 40,000 Ways 
Counted From Left to Right  

Reel Type 5x4 +1 row 4x1

Winning Functionality Left to Right Base on Value 
Displayed on Symbols

Free Spins Symbol Yes

Aspect Ratio 16:9

Volatility High

Max Exposure 96.22% - Max multiplier: 13,182.00x/
Max win: € 659,100.00

94.13% - Max multiplier: 20,573.00x/
Max win: € 1,028,650.00

87.91% - Max multiplier: 22,780.00x/
Max win: € 1,139,000.00

Game Codes PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods96
PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods96_Desktop
PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods96_Mobile

PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods94
PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods94_Desktop
PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods94_Mobile

PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods88
PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods88_Desktop
PP_HTML5_AmunRaKingoftheGods88_Mobile

Hit Frequency 36.05% for RTP 96.22%
27.15% for RTP 94.13%
38.46% for RTP 87.91%

RTP 96.22%, 94.13% & 87.91%

Special Features •    Mystery Symbol
•    Tumbling Tiles
•    Total Win Multiplier 
•    Locked Reels 
•    The Sun Symbol
•    Free Spins
•    Buy Bonus

Bet Values Min - € 0.50
Default - € 2.00 
Max - € 50.00 
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